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Saturday night fever pinball machine

Disco Fever was presented in August 1978 as the fourth Solid-State Williams-Pinball.It was the very first to be constructed with Speech, a special speaking Prototype was displayed at the 1978 AMOA. The above intro text works a bit like a wiki and can be edited by all Pinside members, including you! I picked up this
Disco Fever in April 2002 after first going over it back in October 2001. The machine was missing the backglass and the rear box pedestal was attached to the back box, not the cabinet! Playfield is in decent shape, as is the closet. When I first saw the machine, I moved on to a Gottlieb Charlie's Angels (ss). What was I
thinking? A few months later, a friend of mine told me that he was watching a Flash this seller had, and I asked him (half-hearted!) if he still had Disco Fever with that broken head. Look, and my friend picked it up for me. I found a backglass without much trouble, Mike Pacak had one and I picked it up on the Allentown
show. It is in decent form for an old Williams glass, about an 8.5 that should touch up nicely. The electronics in the game are roughly shot. A screen glass fell off the board, and the other three are kept on by duct tape. The power cord was cut, which is never a good sign. I didn't even try to use the MPU and Driver boards
that were in the game. I burned a new set of ROMs and put a familiar good System 6 board together with a working driver board in the game. Look up the machine showed that only one screen was good, the glass on the others only shows a few digits. But this means that the video driver is good, and for the price of new
glass will come back to life. The first time I tried to play a game, the machine would try to throw out a ball, then it resets itself. Taking a look at the power supply, I noticed that the filter condenser on the power supply had been replaced with a condenser rated at 2000uf, instead of at 12000uf. Replace the power supply
with another from the bench cured reset issue. At the time of writing, the game is playing fine, so I will soon start the restoration. Come back in the next few months for updates! A shot of the back glass. You can see the bad digits on your screens. Full shot of playfield: Lower half of playfield: Upper half of playfield: I
added a rotating Disco Ball from the Spencers that tops. Since System 3 games do not have an attractive mode, the rotating ball gives a nice effect when the game is not playing. That was more than four years ago when a customer contacted us, eager to have his friend's Disco Fever pinball machine pulled out of a barn
and brought into the store for restoration. The machine was in terrible shape, but the title was one he had played as a child, and he knew he wanted to relive those glory days. Check out this amazing restoration! Williams came out with Disco Fever in 1978, an unlicensed tribute to the popular John Travolta film Saturday
Night Fever, which came the year before. This is what the machine looked like when it came to our store. Our expert technicians also had some great carpentry work because much of the tree around the neck disintegrated upon touch. Our experts reconstructed the worst parts of the cabinet, patched the rest, honed
everything, primed everything, and then went to work on the cabinet stencils. The closet proved great, and the colors popped just like the original again. Williams made about 6,000 of these machines originally. The game was only the fourth solid state game the company had made. The backglass is obviously John
Travolta, but the game was not licensed. Interestingly enough, a film called Disco Fever also came out in 1978, with Fabian, some swingers, and a big jet. This game is not related to that either. This game got new legs, new glass, and we polished the coin door and shooter house. Here's a picture of the front of the
machine when it came to our store. The pitch also needed a lot of work. Here is the final version, newly illuminated with Cointaker LEDs. Before we got this far, the playing field had to be stripped, taken out of the machine, stirred up and cleaned. Look at that shine! Here's another view that shows how glossy this playfield
got. This game is one of only two that Williams sold with banana flippers, the curved versions of the ubiquitous flip-ball paddles. Enjoy the game, Gordon. We hope it brings back some good memories! The element lights up, but nothing else. The article 1978 Disco Fever Pinball Machine is on sale since Wednesday,
December 12, 2018. This item is on the Collectibles\Arcade, Jukeboxes &amp; Pinball\Pinball\Machines tab. The seller is nextlevel1 and is located in Martinsburg, West Virginia. This item cannot be shipped, the buyer must pick up the item. Night Fever is a 1979 pinball machine produced by Segasa d.b.a. Sonic. The
above intro text works a bit like a wiki and can be edited by all Pinside members, including you! Disco theme. Banana flippers. From 1978 from Williams. Distinct carry over Memory holds over any part of D-I-S-C-O and A-B Functions. Make A-B and start dancin'! When A&amp;B lights up, this increases the target value
up to 30,000. The memory function carries over from ball to ball any part of A or B. Make D-I-S-C-O ... get fever! Hit the Bull Eues and score up to 500 as smooth flipper work dances the ball back to the top. Plus increased bonus with X2, X3 and X5. The memory function will hold over all parts of the D-I-S-C-O. New 2-
way sound system. Each area of action on the game board has an electronically synthesized sound. Just like those used in current hit Disco records. This 2-way audio system allows you to go from Boogie Sound to a distant Sci-Fi Sound, with a switch. Drop the targets... Get down! When you hit these goals they go
down. Lower all five Drop Targets and make F-E-V-E-R for extra balls and special scores. New Banana Flippers Another industry first. Curved surface of this new flipper allows the player to put English on the ball Pinball Games for sale: 1977 Gottliebs Golden Arrow The last Western themed single player
electromechanical flipball machine from Gottlieb, the end of an era. Low production of just over 1500 machine made in 1977 min guess is most of them must have been exported to Europe as you never find them for sale here in the good old United States. Happy July 4th 2019 fresh early July 2019. Western-themed
pinball machines are a hot collectible some of the largest pinball machine ever made, western theme. For example, Aztec, Buckaroo, Bronco, Bow and Arrow, Big Brave, Bonanza, Corral, Cowpoke, Dodge City, El Dorado, Fast Draw, Gun Smoke I could almost name one for every letter of the alphabet. The three major
pinball produces made well over 100 different Western themed titles out of their Chicago factories and this 1977 Golden Arrow was the last of its kind. Never to be the same as Gottlieb, William's and Bally all went digital the next year. Back in 1977, the Bee Gee's was topping the charts with mega hit songs from Saturday
Night Fever, don't wait another three decades for a stylish vintage pinball machine they could all be gone. This very fine Golden Arrow has been mechanically restored with tons of new parts installed as new flippers, new flipper buttons, new pop bumpers, new caps, new white inserts, new playfield glass, new legs, bolts
and levers, new coin entries, new shooters, springs and plate, 100% new rubber, 100% new lamps (almost 80 lamps in golden arrow brand new), new locks and many new coils. Clearly it costs us more to do a complete mechanical restoration (just completed July 2019) and not just wipe it down and fix a problem or two.
In the long run it's well worth it, games that you remember from 1977. Pinrescue proudly offers long-term service contracts locally for us in NYC to the Washington DC area. Not locally we provide unlimited email / phone / parts support the best pinball machine in the world is not fun at all if it does not work. Great original
cosmetic condition as follows, Beautiful close mint condition original art / back glass, nice condition rebuilt playfield, Very nice original cabinet with some professional light touch ups excellent original chrome all round. Just as Pinrescue likes to find them before we do our 30 hour mechanical overhaul the Golden Arrow is
as clean as a whistle inside and out. Big fun features: Two spinners move spot Star rollover moves spot Spotted numbers score 10,000 points Three rebuilt Pop Bumpers Six Bulls Eye Target Twelve Rollover Tracks (with All New Plastic Lane Guides) Three Chime Box and Six Inch Clock for 10,000 Points Over the Top
100,000 Scoring Ten Ways to Win a Special End of Game Match Fun Fast and Collectable Golden Arrow is a winner. Pinrescue's most popular pinball theme (We sell Western Themed, Sports Themed and Billiard Theme machines very soon after we list them). We're safe. worldwide and to over 3/4 of the 50 states.
Golden Arrow will bring back fond memories every time you play and create new memories for family and friends. Shipping runs $500 just about anywhere USA, less from Boston to Richmond so we'll do the installation ourselves. Price $3,500 -sold-Lexington, TX Questions? pinrescue@comcast.net 215 354 0906 Click
to enlarge
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